
Elevate your consulting engagements 

with sensitive data discovery
Offer sensitive data scans to identify high-risk data in files

For
Service


Providers

Recon discovers sensitive data

before its too late for your clients
Your customers have high-risk unstructured data. Any lack of awareness regarding sensitive data can result in 
significant issues or even disasters. 

Spend less time guessing

Quick setup, rapid results

Step 1
Deploy 
Recon on a 
Server or VM

Step 2
Scan any network-
accessible data 
source

Step 3
Produce 
actionable 
reporting

Secure more work
Recon identifies risks and areas for improvement, opening doors for further support in advisory, clean-ups, 
policy adjustments, and change management.

Learn more

about Recon!

qohash.com/recon

“Using Recon, we scanned 11TB of 
files in less than a week, fast-tracking 
our client's cloud migration with 
precise data insights.”

Data Security Lead at Big 4 consulting firm



Qohash offers data security solutions focusing on unstructured data risk management. 
Our platform, Qostodian, enables organizations to automatically monitor, identify, and 
address high-risk data efficiently. Our expertise lies in managing everyday data accessible 
by employees in regulated and high-stakes environments, including financial services, 
healthcare, public sector, and high technology. 



Visit our website www.qohash.com

Service provider subscription model

Full access and flexibility

Subscription start at $50,000 annually, granting complete access to Qostodian Recon's features, including:

Continuous support

Benefit from dedicated Qohash solution engineer support before, during, and after 
engagements to maximize the solution's potential for your customers.

Continuous improvements

Stay ahead with regular updates and upgrades, incorporating the latest advancements in 
data scanning technology.

Collaborative roadmap

Engage directly with our product team to influence Qostodian Recon's development, 
ensuring it meets your evolving engagement needs.

Commitment to excellence

Backed by rigorous R&D and compliance with industry standards (SOC 2 Type 2, ISO 
27001), ensuring reliability and trust.

Pricing structure per engagement
The cost of each client engagement is based on the data volume analyzed, and this amount is debited from your 
subscription allocation.

Minimum engagement fee of $5,000

30 day engagement period

Includes first 5TB of analysis

5 hours of operationalization support. 

$200 for each additional support hour.

Data analysis size

0 to 5 TB

5 to 10 TB

10 to 50 TB

50 TB and up

Price per GB

Included in minimum engagement

$1 per GB

$0.75 per GB

$0.50 per GB

Pricing examples

1 TB = $5k

Minimum engagement fee of $5k covers up to 5TB

10 TB = $10k

(Initial 5 TB: $5k) + (5,000 GB * $1) = $10k  

100 TB = $52.5k

(Initial 5 TB: $5k) + (95,000 GB * $0.5) = $52.5k  

Visit our trust center

trust.qohash.com
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